Geometry
Review Booklet
Instructions to students and parents: This booklet is intended to help you
practice for the Geometry Regents exam. It contains 40 geometry questions
from previous years’ Regents exams, which reflect work that you have done
throughout this year. There are two types of questions. Multiple-choice are
questions which you must answer by choosing the correct one among four
possible answers, labeled A, B, C, and D. Multiple-choice questions on the
exam are worth two points each, with no partial credit given. The second
type is called constructed-response, in which you must come up with the
answer yourself. Constructed-response questions on the exam can be worth
two, four or six points, depending on how much work is involved in solving
them. They are scored by your teachers using a rubric, which describes how
many points a particular answer is worth. It is very important that you show
all your work, since this type of question can earn you partial credit. The
answer key which accompanies this booklet provides rubrics for all of the
constructed-response questions in the booklet, so you can see what a rubric
looks like and how it can be used to award points.
The best way to practice for the Regents exam would be to work on eight
problems in this booklet per day. The questions are taken from a website
www.jmap.org where many more practice problems are available. We have
attached a formula and reference sheet at the back of this booklet, just like
the one you will be provided with during the actual Geometry Regents exam.
Good luck with your practice and on the exam!
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In the accompanying diagram of

What is the perimeter of an equilateral

parallelogram ABCD, DE = BF.

triangle whose height is
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In the accompanying diagram,

IL and ZH = lK.

-HK

bisects

Triangle EGC cart be proved congruent to
triangle FGAby

[A]

^SSl

LC] AAS

=

^SS,4

= AAS

lBl HL = HL
lDl AAA = AAA
H

2.

fallo806ge, P.r.

What is the most direct method of proof that
could be used to prove LHIJ = AKIJ?

c.c.9

Line k is drawn so that it is perpendicular to
two distinct planes, P and R. What must be
true about planes P and R?

3.

[A]
[B]

Planes

P

and R are parallel.

Planes

P

and R are skew.

[C]

Planes

P

and R are perpendicular.

[D]

Plane P intersects plane R but is not
perpendicular to plane R.

oroo3oa, P.l

c.c.l2

The volume of a rectangular pool is 1,080
cubic meters. Its length, width, and depth are
in the ratio 10:4:1 . Find the number of meters
in each of the three dimensions of the pool.

4.

0fi221a,P.r. c.c.25

Seth is thinking of a number between 20 and
30. The number is prime and not more than 2
away from a perfect square. What is the

number?

AAS
[C] Sl,S = SIS

[A] AAS =

7

.

o6ooo8a, P.r.

IBJ ASA = ASA

[Dl HL = HL

c.c.?l

Which equation represents a circle whose
center is (3. -2X

lAl

(r - 3)' + (y +2)2 = 4

tBl

(x +3)2

+(y-2)' :4

lcl (x -2)'+(y+3)2 =4
tDl (x +2)2 +(y -3)'

=4

8.

fall0838ge, P.l. G.c.28

1

In the diagram below, quadrilateral ABCD is
inscribed in circle O,

ABlllC,

AC and BD are drawn.
MCD= MDC.

anO diagonals

1.

otoz2ta,P.r. c.c.54

The accompanying diagram shows the starting
position of the spinner on a board game.

Prove that

#
How does this spinner appear after a270o
counterclockwise rotation about point P?
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What is the equation of a circle with center
(-3,l) and radius 7?
(x + 3)2 + (y

-I)'
tBl (x +3)2 +(y-I)'

tAl

tcl
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= 49

=7

(" - 3)' + (y +l)2 = 49

lDl ("-3)'+ (y+I)2 =7
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Which transformation represents a dilation?

lAl (8,4) -+ (-4,-8) [B] (8,4) -+ (-8,4)
[C] (8,4) + (11,7) [D] (8,4) -> (4,2)

P
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oro538a, P.r. G.c.3o

In MBC, the measure of lB is 21 less than
four times the measure of /"A, and the
measure of /.C is 1 more than five times the
measure of ZA. Find the measure, in
degrees, ofeach angle of LABC.

13. oloro2a

P.r.

If the measures, in degrees, of the three angles
of a triangle are x, .r + 10, and 2x - 6, the
triangle must be

[A] dght
[Cl scalene

obtuse

[B]

isosceles

[C] equilateral

[D]

scalene

16.

[D]

isosceles

060332a,P.L G.G.22

A triangular park is formed by the intersection
of three streets, Bridge Street, Harbor Place,
and College Avenue, as shown in the
accompanying diagram. A walkway parallel
to Harbor Place goes through the park. A
time capsule has been buried in the park in a
location that is equidistant from Bridge Street
and College Avenue and 5 yards from the
walkway. Indicate on the diagram with an X
each possible location where the time capsule
could be buried.

080613b, P.r. c.c.31

If the perimeter of an equilateral triangle is
18, the length of the altitude of this triangle is

tAl

17

14.

[B] equilateral

c.c.3o

In right triangle ABC, mlC =3y -10,
mlB - y +40, and mZA =90. What type of
right triangle is triangle ABC?

[A]

15. olo8roa, P.r. c.c.3o
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Tina wants to sew a piece of fabric into a
scarf in the shape of an isosceles triangle, as
shown in the accompanying diagram.

What are the values of x and y?

[A] x=96andy=42
[B]

x:42andy:96

[C]

x: 69 andy:69

[D] x :90 andy:48
Colleg* Avenue

tDl
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fall0837ge, P.I. G.G.23

19.

fallO8l6ge. P.l. G.G.l

Lines k, and ft, intersect at point E. Line m
is perpendicular to lines ( and k, at point E.

A city is planning to build a new park. The
park must be equidistant from school,4 at
(3,3) and school B at (3,-5). The park also
must be exactly 5 miles from the center of
town, which is located at the origin on the
coordinate graph. Each unit on the graph
represents 1 mile. On the set of axes below,
sketch the compound loci and label with an X
all possible locations for the new park.

Which statement is always true?

[A] Line ru is perpendicular to the plane
determined by lines k, and kr.
[B] Lines k, and k,
[C] Line

are perpendicular.

m is parallel to the plane determined

by lines k, and kr.

[D] Line z is coplanar with lines

20.

o6o8oeb, P.r.

(

and kr.

c.c.s4

If point (5, 2) is rotated counterclockwise 90"
about the origin, its image will be point

lAl (2,5)

lcl

(-s, -2)

lBl
lDl

(-2, s)
(2, -5)

2t.
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080838a, P.l. G.G.61

On the accompanying set of axes, draw
MBC, whose coordinates are A(-7,9),

069908a, P.r.

If

c.c.6l

x: -3 andy:2, which point on the

accompanying graph represents

(-x, - y)?

B(-2,8), and C(-3,4). Then draw, label, and
state the coordinates of A,A' B'C' , the image
of MBC after the transformation that maps
(x,y) to (-x,-y). Based on your diagram,
identifu the type of transformation that was
performed.

[A]

24.
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fall0828ee, P.t. c.G.62

What is the slope of a line perpendicular to
the line whose equation is 5x + 3y:8?

-:

ilit

rAl )

25.
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010634b, P.I. G.G.28

Given: parallelograrn FLSH, diagonal
FGAS, TCLPS, -HAIFS

IBr

;

tcr

;

tDr

-;

080731b, P.r. G.G.28

The accompanying diagram shows
quadrilateral B RON, with diagonals NR and

BO, which bisect each other atX.

E

Prove: M'GS = A,HAF
Prove: LBNX = LORX

26.

010834a, P.r.

28. otol32b,P.r.c.c.28

c.c.64

Write an equation of a line that is

"3=! *5

perpendicular to the line y

*

In the accompanying diagram ,
and that

^VD

.

and

AOn

circle O. Write an explanation or a proof that
shows lJi.BD and LYDB are congruent.

passes through the point (0,4).

27

=70,

=7A,
^WR
isthe diameter of

fall08o5ge, p.t. G.c.70

Which graph could be used to find the
solution to the following system of equations?

!=-x+2
!=x2
tAl

29.

fail08o9ge. P.t.

c.c.3

l

The vertices of

MBC

are A(-1,-2),

B(-1,2) and C(6,0). Which conclusion can
be made about the angles

lltl

mlA = mlB

[C] mZA = mlC

30.

of MBC?

lBl wABC = 60
lDl nZACB = 90

o8o2l6a P.r. c.c.3o

What is the measure of the largest angle in the
accompanying triangle?

lAl

83

[B]

46.5 [c] 41

lDl

s6

31.

JJ.
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A billboard on level ground is supported by
brace, as shown in the accompanying
diagram. Themeasureof anglel is 15o
greater than twice the measure of angle B.
Determine the measure of angle A andthe
measure of angle B.

In isosceles triangle DOG, the measure of the
vertex angle is three times the measure of one
of the base angles. Which statement about
LDOG is true?

lAl
lBl

LDOG is an acute triangle.

lcl

LDOG is a scalene triangle.

080837a, P.I. G.G.30

a

LDOG is an obtuse triangle.

[D] LDOG is a right triangle.

32.

o6o3zob,P.r.c.c.28

In the accompanying diagram , CA L AB,

no t DF, ED I AB, Cn = BF, AB = En
and nICAB = nIFDE = 90.

34.

o8ooo3a, P.r. G.G.22

In the coordinate plane, what is the total
number of points 5 units from the origin and
equidistant from both the x- andy-axes?

lAl
Which statement would notbe used to prove
MBC = L,DEF ?

lAl sSS = SSS
lcl HL = HL

[B] SIS = &4S
lDl AAS =

AA,S

35.

1

o1o722a,P.r.

[B]

2

[c]

0

[D]

4

c.c.3o

If the measures of the angles of a triangle are
represented by 2x,3x - 15 , and 7 x + 15 , the
triangle is

[A] a right triangle
[B] an isosceles triangle
[C]

an acute triangle

[D]

an equiangular triangle

36.

fall0833ge, P.t.

39.

c.c.14

The volume of a cylinder is 12,566.4 cm3.
The height of the cylinder is 8 cm. Find the
radius of the cylinder to the nearest tenth of a
centimeter.

37.

060615a, P.l. G.G.3l

The accompanying diagram shows the roof of
a house that is in the shape of an isosceles
triangle. The vertex angle formed at the peak
of the roof is 84o.

o6oi37a,P.r.c.c.12

Tracey has two empty cube-shaped containers
with sides of 5 inches andT inches, as shown
in the accompanying diagram. She hlls the
smaller container completely with water and
then pours all the water from the smaller
container into the larger container. How
deep, to the nearest tenth of an inch, will the
water be in the larger container?

What is the measure ofx?

lAl 138' [B] 48' [C] 84" [D] 96.

F+-f in---*l

l*-S ln-"*l

40.

olo4l8a, P.r. c.G.61

In the accompanying graph, if point P has
coordinates (a,b), which point has
coordinates

38.

(-b,a)?

060204b, P.t. G.G.28

In the accompanying diagram of MBC,
1_
1_
AB = AC. BD = ' BA"'^and CE = !CA.
J-t

t"

ts

L,

Triangle EBC canbe proved congruent to
triangle DCBby

lAl SSS = SSS
[C] HL

= HL

tBl ASA = ASA
ID] SAS

=

SAS

[A] B

[B] D

[C] A

[D]

C

Geometry Reference Sheet
The Regents Examination in Geometry will include a reference sheet containing the formulas
specified below.

Cylinder

V = Bh
where B is the area of the base

Pyramid

1
Bh
3
where B is the area of the base

Right Circular Cone

1
Bh
3
where B is the area of the base

Sphere

V =

Right Circular Cylinder

L = 2π rh

Right Circular Cone

L = π rl
where l is the slant height

Sphere

SA = 4π r2

V =

Volume
V =

4
πr 3
3

Lateral Area ( L )

Surface Area

Answer Key
for the Geometry
Review Booklet
Spring 2009

Instructions to students: After you have worked on the Geometry Review
problems, check your answers in this booklet. The constructed-response
questions are scored with a rubric, so you can judge how many points your
response would earn.

tll

c

[6] A complete and correct proof that includes
a concluding statement is written.
[5] A proof is written that demonstrates a
thorough understanding of the method of
proofand contains no conceptual errors, but
one statement or reason is missing or

T2J A

l3l3,

t3]

12, and 30 and an appropriate

arithmetic method or equation is shown, such
as 40x3 = 1080.
[2] An appropriate equation or method is
shown, but not all three dimensions are found.
or [2] An appropriate method is shown, and
although one computational mistake is made,
the student does find three dimensions based
on this mistake, such as dividing 1080 by 40
incorrectly.
[1] The student shows that multiplication is
required to find volume but sets up an
incorrect method and does not find three
dimensions.
or [1] 3,12, and 30 and no work is shown.
[0] The sum is used instead of the product,
or [0] A zerc response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.
12123, and appropriate work is shown.

t4]

[1] Appropriate work is shown, but no answer
or an incorrect answer is found.
or [1] 23,bt;/-no work is shown.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

tsl

c

t6l

A

t7) A

incorrect.
[4] A proof is written that demonstrates a
good understanding of the method of proof
and contains no conceptual errors, but two
statements or reasons are missing or incorrect.
[3] A proof is written that demonstrates a
good understanding of the method of proof,
but one conceptual error is made.
[2] A proof is written that demonstrates an
understanding of the method of proof, but one
conceptual error is made and one statement or
reason is missing or incorrect.
or l2l Some correct relevant statements about
the proof are made, but three or four
statements or reasons are missing or incorrect.
[1] Only one correct relevant statement and
reason are written.
ooprove"
statements
[0] The "given" andlor the
are rewritten in the style of a formal proof but
no further correct relevant statements are
written.
or [0] Azero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
t8l incorrect procedure.

tel A
[10]
[1 1]

D

pl mlA:20, mlB = 59, and mlC = 101,

[4] Two Xs are indicated at the intersections
of the angle bisector and the parallel lines in
the correct sketch ofthe loci.
[3] All loci are drawn correctly, but no Xs are
drawn to indicate the locations, or only one X

and appropriate work is shown.

[3] Appropriate work is shown, but one
computational error is made.
or [3] A correct equation is written and
solved, and the correct measures for the
angles are found, but they are not labeled or
are labeled incorrectly.
[2] Appropriate work is shown, but two or
more computational errors are made.
or l2l Appropriate work is shown, but one
conceptual error is made.
or [2] A correct equation is written and solved
for x, but the measures of the angles are not
found.
or 12] An incorrect equation of equal
difficulty is solved appropriately, and the
three angles are found.
[1] Appropriate work is shown, but one
conceptual error and one computational error
are made.

|2]

or [1] A correct equation is written, but no
further correct work is shown.
or [1] mlA=20, mZ-B =59, and
mZC: 101, but no work is shown.
l0l m/.A = 20, or mZB = 59, or
mlC: 101, but no work is shown.
or [0] Azero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

[13]

D

[14]

is drawn.
or [3] The angle bisector is drawn correctly,
but only one line is drawn parallel to the
walkway, but an X is indicated appropriately.
[2] Only one correct locus is drawn, but Xs
indicate the two appropriate locations of the
intersection of the loci.
[1] Xs are drawn in the correct locations, but
no loci are shown.
or [1] Only one correct locus is drawn, and no
Xs are indicated.
or [1] Both loci are drawn incorrectly, but Xs
are drawn on the appropriate points of
intersection.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

[15] C

u6l D
TI7] A

and M'B'C' are graphed and
labeled correctly, and the coordinates of
M' B'C' are stated as A'(7,-9), B'(2,-8),

[4] Both loci are drawn correctly and the two
points of intersection are labeled with an X.
[3] Both loci are drawn correctly, but only one
correct point ofintersection is labeled.
or [3] Both loci are drawn, but one graphing
error is made, but appropriate points of

[18]

L4l

MBC

and C'(3,-4), and point reflection or dilation
with a factor of -1. (Note: rotation or rotation
of 180o is an acceptable answer.)
[3] MBC and LA' B'C' are graphed and
labeled correctly, but the coordinates of
M' B'C' are not stated or are stated
incorrectly but a correct transformation is

intersection are labeled.
[2] Both loci are drawn correctly, but the
points ofintersection are not labeled or are
labeled incorrectly.
or [2] Both loci are drawn, but two or more
graphing effors are made, but appropriate
points of intersection are labeled.
or 12] One conceptual error is made, such as
drawing two parallel lines instead of a circle,
but appropriate points ofintersection are
labeled.
[1] One locus is drawn correctly, but no
further correct work is shown.
or [1] Xs are placed appropriately, but no loci
are drawn.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrectprocedure.

stated.

Fel
[20]

[2ll

or [3] MBC and M' B'C' are graphed and
labeled correctly, and the coordinates of
M' B'C' are stated correctly, but the type of
transformation is not stated or is stated
incorrectly.
or [3] MBC is not graphed, but M' B'C' is
graphed and labeled correctly, and its
coordinates are stated correctly, and a correct
transformation is stated.
or [3] MBC is graphed incorrectly, but
M' B'C' is graphed and labeled
appropriately, its coordinates are stated
appropriately, and an appropriate type of
transformation is stated.
[2] MBC is graphed correctly, but one
conceptual error is made, such as graphing an
incorrect transformation, but the points are
labeled appropriately, its coordinates are
stated appropriately, and an appropriate ffie
of transformation is stated.
or [2] MBC is not graphed, but M' B'C' is
graphed and labeled correctly, and its
coordinates are stated correctly, but the type
of transformation is not stated or is stated
incorrectly.
or 12) MBC and M'B'C' are graphed and
labeled correctly, but the coordinates of and
the type of transformation are not stated or are
stated incorrectly
or l2l LABC and M'B'C' are not graphed,
but the correct coordinates of M' B'C' and a
corect transformation are stated.
[1] Either MBC or M'B'C' is graphed
correctly, but the coordinates of L,A' B' C' and
the type of transformation are not stated or are
stated incorrectly.
or [1] A'(7,-9), B'(2,-8), and C'(3,-4), but
no further correct work is shown.
or [1] A correct transformation is stated, but

no work is shown.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

[6] A complete and correct proof is written.
[5] A proof is written that demonstrates a
thorough understanding of the method of
proofand contains no conceptual errors, but
one statement or reason is missing or is
incorrect, or the concluding statement is

l22l

missing.
[4] A proof is written that demonstrates a
good understanding of the method of proof
and contains no conceptual errors, but two
statements or reasons are missing or are
incorrect.
[3] A proof is written that demonstrates a
good understanding of the method of proof
but one conceptual error is made.
[2] Some correct relevant statements about
the proof are made, but three or four
statements or reasons are missing or are
incorrect.
[1] Only one correct statement and reason are
written.
[0] The "given" and/or the "prove" statements
are rewritten in the style of a formal proof, but
no further correct relevant statements are
written.
or [0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

l23l B
124l

C

[25]

[4] A complete and correct proof that includes
a concluding statement is written.
[3] A proof is written that demonstrates a
thorough understanding of the method of
proofand contains no conceptual errors, but
one statement or reason is missing or is
incorrect or the concluding statement is
missing.
[2] A proof is written that demonstrates a
good understanding of the method of proof,
but one conceptual error is made.
[1] Some correct relevant statements about
the proof are made, but two or three
statements and/or reasons are missing or are
incorrect.
[0] The "given" andlor the "prove" statements
are rewritten in the style of a formal proof, but
no further correct relevant statements are
written.
or [0] Azero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.
[2] A conect equation is written, such as
1a
11

= -1x+4 or (v -4)=
"22'
y

-l(x-0).

[1] An appropriate equation is written, but
one computational error is made or one
incorrect substitution is made.

[1] An appropriate equation is written, but
one conceptual error is made, such as writing
an equation for a parallel line going through
(0,4) or for a perpendicular line that does not
go through (0,4).

or [1] The slope is identified correctly"2
us

-:

or the y-intercept as 4, but no equation or an

incorrect equation is written.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
126l incorrect procedure.

[27] D

[28]

= 65 and mlB =25, and
appropriate work is shown.
[2] Appropriate work is shown, but one
computational error is made.
or [2] Appropriate work is shown to find 65
and25, but the angles are not labeled or are
labeled incorrectly.
or l2] An inconect expression is written for
angle A, but an appropriate equation is solved,
and appropriate measures of angle A and
angle B are found.
or [2] Appropriate work is shown to find
x =25, but no further correct work is shown.
[1] Appropriate work is shown, but two or
more computational elTors are made.
or [1] Appropriate work is shown, but one
conceptual error is made, such as solving the
equation 3x + 15 = 180 for both the measures
of angle A arl,d angle B.
A correct equation is written, but no
or
further correct work is shown.
or [1] mlA= 65 and mlB:25, butno
work is shown.
l0l mlA = 65 or mZB =25, but no work is
shown.
or [0] 65 and 25,but no work is shown, and
the angles are not labeled or are labeled
incorrectly.
or [0] Azero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

l3l mlA

[4] Appropriate work is shown to explain why
or prove the triangles are congruent.
[3] An explanation is written that
demonstrates a thorough understanding of the
method of proof and contains no conceptual
errors, but one reason is missing or is
incorrect.
[2] An explanation is written that
demonstrates a good understanding of the
method of proof, but one conceptual error is
made.
[1] Some correct relevant statements about
the method of proof are made, but two or
three statements or reasons are missing or are
incorrect.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

[]

[2e] A

t30l
[31]
132l

t33l

[34] D
13

sl
[2)22.4, and appropriate work is shown.
[1] Appropriate work is shown, but one
computational or rounding error is made.
or [1] Appropriate work is shown, but one

[36]

conceptual error is made.
or [1] 22.4,butno work is shown.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

1312.6, and appropriate work is shown, such

l37l

as (5o5.5) = (7 o7)h.
[2] Appropriate work is shown, but one
computational or rounding error is made.
[1] Appropriate work is shown, but two or
more computational or rounding effors are
made.
or [1] Appropriate work is shown, but one
conceptual error is made, such as using an
incorrect formula.
or [1] The volume of both of the cubes is
found correctly, but no further correct work is
shown.
or [1] 2.6,butno work is shown.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

[38]

D

l3el

B

[40] A

Answer Key
for the Geometry
Review Booklet
Spring 2009

Instructions to students: After you have worked on the Geometry Review
problems, check your answers in this booklet. The constructed-response
questions are scored with a rubric, so you can judge how many points your
response would earn.
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[6] A complete and correct proof that includes
a concluding statement is written.
[5] A proof is written that demonstrates a
thorough understanding of the method of
proofand contains no conceptual errors, but
one statement or reason is missing or

T2J A

l3l3,

t3]

12, and 30 and an appropriate

arithmetic method or equation is shown, such
as 40x3 = 1080.
[2] An appropriate equation or method is
shown, but not all three dimensions are found.
or [2] An appropriate method is shown, and
although one computational mistake is made,
the student does find three dimensions based
on this mistake, such as dividing 1080 by 40
incorrectly.
[1] The student shows that multiplication is
required to find volume but sets up an
incorrect method and does not find three
dimensions.
or [1] 3,12, and 30 and no work is shown.
[0] The sum is used instead of the product,
or [0] A zerc response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.
12123, and appropriate work is shown.

t4]

[1] Appropriate work is shown, but no answer
or an incorrect answer is found.
or [1] 23,bt;/-no work is shown.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

tsl

c

t6l

A
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incorrect.
[4] A proof is written that demonstrates a
good understanding of the method of proof
and contains no conceptual errors, but two
statements or reasons are missing or incorrect.
[3] A proof is written that demonstrates a
good understanding of the method of proof,
but one conceptual error is made.
[2] A proof is written that demonstrates an
understanding of the method of proof, but one
conceptual error is made and one statement or
reason is missing or incorrect.
or l2l Some correct relevant statements about
the proof are made, but three or four
statements or reasons are missing or incorrect.
[1] Only one correct relevant statement and
reason are written.
ooprove"
statements
[0] The "given" andlor the
are rewritten in the style of a formal proof but
no further correct relevant statements are
written.
or [0] Azero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
t8l incorrect procedure.

tel A
[10]
[1 1]

D

pl mlA:20, mlB = 59, and mlC = 101,

[4] Two Xs are indicated at the intersections
of the angle bisector and the parallel lines in
the correct sketch ofthe loci.
[3] All loci are drawn correctly, but no Xs are
drawn to indicate the locations, or only one X

and appropriate work is shown.

[3] Appropriate work is shown, but one
computational error is made.
or [3] A correct equation is written and
solved, and the correct measures for the
angles are found, but they are not labeled or
are labeled incorrectly.
[2] Appropriate work is shown, but two or
more computational errors are made.
or l2l Appropriate work is shown, but one
conceptual error is made.
or [2] A correct equation is written and solved
for x, but the measures of the angles are not
found.
or 12] An incorrect equation of equal
difficulty is solved appropriately, and the
three angles are found.
[1] Appropriate work is shown, but one
conceptual error and one computational error
are made.

|2]

or [1] A correct equation is written, but no
further correct work is shown.
or [1] mlA=20, mZ-B =59, and
mZC: 101, but no work is shown.
l0l m/.A = 20, or mZB = 59, or
mlC: 101, but no work is shown.
or [0] Azero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

[13]

D

[14]

is drawn.
or [3] The angle bisector is drawn correctly,
but only one line is drawn parallel to the
walkway, but an X is indicated appropriately.
[2] Only one correct locus is drawn, but Xs
indicate the two appropriate locations of the
intersection of the loci.
[1] Xs are drawn in the correct locations, but
no loci are shown.
or [1] Only one correct locus is drawn, and no
Xs are indicated.
or [1] Both loci are drawn incorrectly, but Xs
are drawn on the appropriate points of
intersection.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

[15] C

u6l D
TI7] A

and M'B'C' are graphed and
labeled correctly, and the coordinates of
M' B'C' are stated as A'(7,-9), B'(2,-8),

[4] Both loci are drawn correctly and the two
points of intersection are labeled with an X.
[3] Both loci are drawn correctly, but only one
correct point ofintersection is labeled.
or [3] Both loci are drawn, but one graphing
error is made, but appropriate points of

[18]

L4l

MBC

and C'(3,-4), and point reflection or dilation
with a factor of -1. (Note: rotation or rotation
of 180o is an acceptable answer.)
[3] MBC and LA' B'C' are graphed and
labeled correctly, but the coordinates of
M' B'C' are not stated or are stated
incorrectly but a correct transformation is

intersection are labeled.
[2] Both loci are drawn correctly, but the
points ofintersection are not labeled or are
labeled incorrectly.
or [2] Both loci are drawn, but two or more
graphing effors are made, but appropriate
points of intersection are labeled.
or 12] One conceptual error is made, such as
drawing two parallel lines instead of a circle,
but appropriate points ofintersection are
labeled.
[1] One locus is drawn correctly, but no
further correct work is shown.
or [1] Xs are placed appropriately, but no loci
are drawn.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrectprocedure.

stated.

Fel
[20]

[2ll

or [3] MBC and M' B'C' are graphed and
labeled correctly, and the coordinates of
M' B'C' are stated correctly, but the type of
transformation is not stated or is stated
incorrectly.
or [3] MBC is not graphed, but M' B'C' is
graphed and labeled correctly, and its
coordinates are stated correctly, and a correct
transformation is stated.
or [3] MBC is graphed incorrectly, but
M' B'C' is graphed and labeled
appropriately, its coordinates are stated
appropriately, and an appropriate type of
transformation is stated.
[2] MBC is graphed correctly, but one
conceptual error is made, such as graphing an
incorrect transformation, but the points are
labeled appropriately, its coordinates are
stated appropriately, and an appropriate ffie
of transformation is stated.
or [2] MBC is not graphed, but M' B'C' is
graphed and labeled correctly, and its
coordinates are stated correctly, but the type
of transformation is not stated or is stated
incorrectly.
or 12) MBC and M'B'C' are graphed and
labeled correctly, but the coordinates of and
the type of transformation are not stated or are
stated incorrectly
or l2l LABC and M'B'C' are not graphed,
but the correct coordinates of M' B'C' and a
corect transformation are stated.
[1] Either MBC or M'B'C' is graphed
correctly, but the coordinates of L,A' B' C' and
the type of transformation are not stated or are
stated incorrectly.
or [1] A'(7,-9), B'(2,-8), and C'(3,-4), but
no further correct work is shown.
or [1] A correct transformation is stated, but

no work is shown.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

[6] A complete and correct proof is written.
[5] A proof is written that demonstrates a
thorough understanding of the method of
proofand contains no conceptual errors, but
one statement or reason is missing or is
incorrect, or the concluding statement is

l22l

missing.
[4] A proof is written that demonstrates a
good understanding of the method of proof
and contains no conceptual errors, but two
statements or reasons are missing or are
incorrect.
[3] A proof is written that demonstrates a
good understanding of the method of proof
but one conceptual error is made.
[2] Some correct relevant statements about
the proof are made, but three or four
statements or reasons are missing or are
incorrect.
[1] Only one correct statement and reason are
written.
[0] The "given" and/or the "prove" statements
are rewritten in the style of a formal proof, but
no further correct relevant statements are
written.
or [0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

l23l B
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[25]

[4] A complete and correct proof that includes
a concluding statement is written.
[3] A proof is written that demonstrates a
thorough understanding of the method of
proofand contains no conceptual errors, but
one statement or reason is missing or is
incorrect or the concluding statement is
missing.
[2] A proof is written that demonstrates a
good understanding of the method of proof,
but one conceptual error is made.
[1] Some correct relevant statements about
the proof are made, but two or three
statements and/or reasons are missing or are
incorrect.
[0] The "given" andlor the "prove" statements
are rewritten in the style of a formal proof, but
no further correct relevant statements are
written.
or [0] Azero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.
[2] A conect equation is written, such as
1a
11

= -1x+4 or (v -4)=
"22'
y

-l(x-0).

[1] An appropriate equation is written, but
one computational error is made or one
incorrect substitution is made.

[1] An appropriate equation is written, but
one conceptual error is made, such as writing
an equation for a parallel line going through
(0,4) or for a perpendicular line that does not
go through (0,4).

or [1] The slope is identified correctly"2
us

-:

or the y-intercept as 4, but no equation or an

incorrect equation is written.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
126l incorrect procedure.

[27] D

[28]

= 65 and mlB =25, and
appropriate work is shown.
[2] Appropriate work is shown, but one
computational error is made.
or [2] Appropriate work is shown to find 65
and25, but the angles are not labeled or are
labeled incorrectly.
or l2] An inconect expression is written for
angle A, but an appropriate equation is solved,
and appropriate measures of angle A and
angle B are found.
or [2] Appropriate work is shown to find
x =25, but no further correct work is shown.
[1] Appropriate work is shown, but two or
more computational elTors are made.
or [1] Appropriate work is shown, but one
conceptual error is made, such as solving the
equation 3x + 15 = 180 for both the measures
of angle A arl,d angle B.
A correct equation is written, but no
or
further correct work is shown.
or [1] mlA= 65 and mlB:25, butno
work is shown.
l0l mlA = 65 or mZB =25, but no work is
shown.
or [0] 65 and 25,but no work is shown, and
the angles are not labeled or are labeled
incorrectly.
or [0] Azero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

l3l mlA

[4] Appropriate work is shown to explain why
or prove the triangles are congruent.
[3] An explanation is written that
demonstrates a thorough understanding of the
method of proof and contains no conceptual
errors, but one reason is missing or is
incorrect.
[2] An explanation is written that
demonstrates a good understanding of the
method of proof, but one conceptual error is
made.
[1] Some correct relevant statements about
the method of proof are made, but two or
three statements or reasons are missing or are
incorrect.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.
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[34] D
13

sl
[2)22.4, and appropriate work is shown.
[1] Appropriate work is shown, but one
computational or rounding error is made.
or [1] Appropriate work is shown, but one

[36]

conceptual error is made.
or [1] 22.4,butno work is shown.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irrelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.

1312.6, and appropriate work is shown, such

l37l

as (5o5.5) = (7 o7)h.
[2] Appropriate work is shown, but one
computational or rounding error is made.
[1] Appropriate work is shown, but two or
more computational or rounding effors are
made.
or [1] Appropriate work is shown, but one
conceptual error is made, such as using an
incorrect formula.
or [1] The volume of both of the cubes is
found correctly, but no further correct work is
shown.
or [1] 2.6,butno work is shown.
[0] A zero response is completely incorrect,
irelevant, or incoherent or is a correct
response that was obtained by an obviously
incorrect procedure.
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